News from the Business Team!

We are all really happy to be back at the hall after such a long time away.

We have been very busy putting procedures in place all around the building. As
you can see it is quite confronting but seems to be working well. A small number
of groups have returned and seem delighted to be back.
There are one way systems leading from the entrance all the way upstairs to the
Main hall. We’ve had to work on new room capacities and rules to keep everyone
safe and we are constantly tweaking this as the building is used more.

Marcus and Michael have both

Jayne and Amanda

increased cleaning around the

involved in the City

been busier than ever with the

building. You would think with less

groups using the building it would
be quieter
but we have
found it to

be the complete opposite. Luckily
our assistant caretaker, Neil the
dog, has been making sure

everyone has been following the
cleaning schedule properly.
Did you know there are lots of ways you can see what
we are up to by following our social media pages.
You can find us on Instagram and Facebook.
www.instagram.com/coventrycentralhall
www.facebook.com/CoventryCentralHall
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They have lots of
exciting ideas and are looking forward to working with
the Church to bring to life some of the events
suggested in the meeting back in March!

We love our

building and
one of the best
things we did in
Lockdown was
celebrate the
beautiful space
that we share

with a series of
photos on
Instagram.

We’ve also taken this opportunity to give the Eadon and the Lounge mini makeovers as both desperately needed

decorating. Following conversations with the Resources committee the decision was made to remove the tired
cupboard in the Lounge to give us much needed space so that we can properly socially distance our lets.

